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DECISION and ORDER

On August 12, 1981, Local 760 IAFF, AFL-CIO (the Union) filed with
the Connecticut State Board of Labor Relations (Labor Board) a complaint
alleging that the City of Hartford (the City) had engaged and was engaging
in prohibited practices within the meaning of the Municipal Employee
Relations Act (the Act) in that:

The City has failed to provide Local 760  with the following infor-
mation which Local 760  has requested of it and which is necessary
for it to have in order to conduct negotiations for a successor
contract with the City in an intelligent and meaningful manner.

1. The dates of conferences, seminars or other meetings attended
by the following neslbers  of our bargaining unit, for the period
July 1, 1980 through June 30, 1981. Deputy Chief S. Visconti,
Captain R. McTeague,  Captain R. Epps, Lieutenant Adrian Ouellette,
Lieutenant Nelson Carter, Lieutenant R. Murzin, Driver S. Urgo,
Fire Fighter Benja;nin Laury, Fire Fighter Steve Harris and Fire
Fighter C. Natalie.

2 . The weekly pay figures of the above members of our bargaining
unit for the period between January 1, 1981 through June 30, 1981.

3. The amount of sick days used each year for the past ten (IO)
years.

4. The manpower figure of each year for the past ten (10) years.



-

5. The cost of lowering vested rights in the pension to ten (10)
years.

6. The cost of reducing final average pay to best three (3) year
average.

.

7. The cost of a twenty year pension at fifty per cent: 20 year
pension at 407.

8. The cost of pension escalation for retirees at the rate of 3%
per year.

After the requisite preliminary administrative steps had been taken,
the case was brought before the Labor Board for a hearing on December 29,
1982. Both parties appeared at the hearing and were provided a full
opportunity to adduce evidence, examine and cross-examine witnesses;and
make argument. At the hearing, the Union withdrew the allegations in the
numbered paragraphs of the complaint, with the exception of numbered para-
graph (3). The Union filed post hearing briefs on April 23 and July 30,
1982. The latter was filed in response to a motion by the City that the
case be dismissed for mootness.

On the basis of the record before us, we make the following findings
of fact, conclusions of law, and order.

Findings of Fact

1. The City is a municipal employer within the meaning of the Act.

2. The,Union  is an employee organization within the meaning of the
Act and at all times relevant to this  case has been the exclusive bargaining
representative for the bargaining unit of the uniformed and investigatory
employees in the City's fire department.

3. In February or Warch  of 1981, the parties began negotiations for a
successor collective bargaining agreement to replace the then existing
contract which ran from July 1, 1978 through June 30, 1981.

4. During the negotiations, the City made a proposal to change the
method by which sick leave was accumulated dnd  calculated for firefighters.

5. The City also made a proposal for payment of a cash bonus to
employees if overall bargaining unit sick leave usage fell below or was
maintained below a certain percentage figure to be negotiated by the
parties.

6. During the period before and during the negotiations the Union had
been concerned that the City was apparently cracking down on sick leave
usage by calling in firefighters more frequently to question and counsel
them about such usage.

7. The Union was interested in addressing through the negotiations
the question of whether or not there really was abuse of sick leave in the
bargaining unit.
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8 . During the negotiations the Union had considered making and/or had
made proposals of its own for a sick leave incentive program.

9 . On July 1, 1981, while the negotiations were ongoing, and issues
including the foregoing were under discussion, Union President Rudolph
Fiorillo, Jr. sent a letter to City Manager Wilson Gaitor  requesting figures
showing the annual sick leave usage for the bargaining unit in each of the
preceding ten years.

10. Fiorillo believed that he needed such figures for that period of
time because there were different sick leave programs in effect during the
period of the expiring contract (i.e. 1978-1981),  the previous collective
bargaining agreement, and the agreement that preceded that contract.

11. Fioriilo wanted to know what the sick leave usage had been under
each of the three systems to determine whether any particular type of system
had had an effect on sick leave usage.

The City offered to provide Fiorillo with a report known as the
"Lost'%me  Management Study"  (LTMS) . This was a computerized report
detailing sick leave usage over the previous two years.

13. Fiorillo found this unacceptable as a response to his request
because it did not go back far enough in time and he wanted the actual data
on which the LTMS  was based so he could check the accuracy and reliability
of the LTAMS  itself.

14. The City had used the LTMS results as justification for City bar-
gaining proposals, at least in the area of sick leave incentive payments.

‘5. The information Fiorillo was requesting was maintained by the City
in two forms. One was in card files kept by the Fire Chief's secretary.
Each card was a two sided calendar and covered one year of absences for a
single firefighter. For each firefighter there was a separate card for each
year he/she worked in the department. There are approximately 550 fire-
fighters in the bargaining unit. The second was a similar card file kept at
another location.

16. At the hearing, John Charles Eichner, Chief Management Analyst for
the Fire Department, testified that using either of these card systems to
retrieve annual sick leave usage for a ten year period would require about
1.5 minutes per card. This would have required three seven-day weeks of
full time work to complete the project by one person.

17. The reason such a substantial amount would be required was because
there were no annual totals on the cards and therefore each individual sick
day marking would have to be counted on every card and totalled  up.

18. Subsequent to his initial request for the information, Fiorillo
offered to the City that the Union provide the manpower to review the cards
and extract the information.

19. This offer was made by Fiorillo at a time when the parties were
engaged in off-the-record negotiations over full contract package proposals
which  did not include any of the sick leave changes previously discussed
between the parties.
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20. If these off-the-record discussions had not been successful, the
status of the negotiations would have reverted to the proposals which the
.parties had on the table at the time of Fiorillo's  letter of July 1, 1981.

21. If the parties had been unable mutually to resolve the negotia-
tions for a successor collective bargaining agreement, state law would have
required that an arbitrator hear the arguments of both parties and make an
award determining the provisions of a successor contract.

22. Within a few months after the hearing in this case, the parties
reached agreement on a successor collective bargaining agreement and the

City filed a motion to dismiss the Union's complaint based on mootness.

Conclusions of Law

1 . Information requested by the exclusive bargaining representative
for the purpose of evaluating or determining whether to make proposals in
collective bargaining, must be provided by the employer if the information
is presumptively relevant or the information is proven by the union to be
relevant to. the negotiations.

2 . The sick leave usage records here in question were clearly relevant
to issues in the negotiations; therefore, no determination need be made
whether those records are presumptively relevant.

3. The fact that the parties settled their negotiations with agreement
on a new collective bargaining contract does not render this case moot.

Discussion

I. The City's Motion to Dismiss for Mootness

The City's  mootness argument is essentially that because the parties
have reached a new contract, any complaint of failure to provide requested
information in the negotiations leading to that contract is now moot because
no practical relief ca.. be afforded. In other words, the controversy is now
of purely academic concern.

Section 7-471(4)(a)  of the Act sets forth the remedy power of this
Board and states in relevant part:

If, upon all the tesitmony, the board determines that a prohibited
practice has been or is being committed, it shall state its find-
ings of fact and shall issue and cause to be served on the party
committing the prohibited practice an order requiring it or him to
cease and desist from such prohibited practice, and shall take fur-
ther affirmative action as will effectuate the policies of sections
7-467 to 7-477, inclusive. . . .

This language at least fairly implies that the Board is empowered and
perhaps expected to rule on a complaint even though the alleged illegal '
conduct is no longer occurring. In Galloway Board of Education v.  Galloway
Education Association, 100 LRRM 2250 (N.J. 1978),  the New Jersey Supreme
Court relied on virt?ually identical statutory language to hold that a
refusal to bargain complaint was not mooted by the subsequent signing of a
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collective bargaining agreement. In that case, the court stated:

"The Appellate Division also failed to give appropriate con-
sideration to the express language of N.J.S.A. 34:13A-5.4(c), which
specifically empowers PERC to determine whether a party charged
with an unfair practice 'has engaged or is engaging in any such
unfair practice' and dire=  PERC to take certain corrective action
upon making that adjudication ( 'x-+*  shall +t+*  issue +x-++  an order
requiring such party to cease and desist from such unfair practice
- and to take - reasonable affirmative action -*.I)

By the use of the words 'has engaged' in N.J.S.A. 34:13A-5.4
(c), we discern a clear legislative intent that PERC's  authority to'
adjudicate unfair practices should apply even where the offending
conduct has ceased. Id. at 2255."-

We agree with this reasoning and find it equally applicable to our Act. In'
addition, these parties will no doubt be engaged in negotiating collective
bargaining agreements in the future and the subject of sick leave usage and/
or sick leave benefits may very well arise in such negotiations. It would
be an unwise and wasteful use of public resources (both of this Board and
the City) if it became necessary to relitigate the questions raised in this
case from the very beginning in the event of a similar problem in future
negotiations. That may be avoidable by rendering a decision now which will
give guidance for the future.

The City's motion to dismiss is denied.

.II. The Merits

The duty of an employer to supply information has been concisely
described as follows:

The Board has long held that, intertwined with the duty to
bargain in good faith, is a duty on the part of the employer to
supply the union, upon request, with sufficient information to
enable it to understand and intelligently discuss the issues
raised in bargaining. This duty is based upon the belief that
without such information the union would be unable to perform its
duties properly as bargaining agent and therefore no bargaining
could take place. Thus, information must be furnished to the
union for purposes of representing employees in negotiations for
future contracts and policing the administration of an existing
contract, and the employer's refusal to supply information is as
much a violation of the duty to bargain as if he had failed to
meet and confer with the union in good faith. (cites omitted)
C.J. Morris, The Developing Labor Law, 309, 320, BNA, (A.B.A.
Section of Labor Law, 1971).

Both this Board and the Connecticut Supreme Court have recognized this duty
in a variety of contexts under our state labor relations statutes. See
Board of Education v.  Connecticut State Board of Labor Relations, 190 Conn.
235 (1983); Stamford Board of Education, Decision No. 2304  (1984); West
Hartford Board of Education, Decision No. 1826 (1979);  City of Milford,
Decision No, 1803 (1979).
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The Union has argued that information on sick leave usage by bargaining
unit members falls in the presumptively relevant category of wage and
related information. See e.g. City of Milford. The City argues that such
information does not fall within the presumptively relevant category, and
therefore the Union must prove the relevance of the information. See e.g.
West Hartford Bd. of Ed.,- supra. We need not decide whether  the information
in question is presumptively relevant because even if it is not, the facts
of this case clearly show that it is relevant. When the information in
question was originally requested, both parties had proposals on the table
concerning changes in existing sick leave policies. The requested informa-
tion would have been an aid to evaluating the merits of such proposals for
the reasons testified to by Fiorillo (see Findings 10, II and 13 through 15,
supra). At that point in the negotiations, there could be no reasonable
doubt that the requested information was directly relevant to issues
concurrently being discussed in the negotiations.

Initially, the City stalled in providing the information, stating at
first that it did not have the information and later claiming that it was
not in a form that could reasonbly be provided to the Union. The City also
told the Union that the information could not be obtained without revealing
potentially confidential information concerning employees that was contained
on the same.documents  as the sick leave usage.

The limitation concerning the form in which an employer is required to
provide requested relevant information is simply that "the employer need not
furnish information in a more organized form than that in which it keeps its
own records." See e.g. Stamford Board of Ed., supra, and cases cited there-
. As the records in the present case plainly shows, the Union was willing
ii*accept  that limitation in this case. The Union would have accepted
photocopies of the cards. Also, the Union offered to provide the manpower
to cull through the cards and extract the information (see Finding 18,
supra). There was no request, let alone insistence by the Union that the
-reorganize  the information held in its files.

The City's arguments about confidentiality are also without merit. In
the first place, the Union expressed its willingness to have the names of
employees masked on each card. However,this  was wholly unnecessary because
from what was shown in the record presented there was nothing on the cards
that could have been withheld from the Union on the basis of confidential-
ity.

In Board of Education v.  State Board of Labor Relations, supra, and
earlier in Rest  Hartford Bd. of Ed., supra, the limits of confidentiality as
a basis for withholding information from the exclusive bargaining represent-
ative was fully discussed. The information contained on the cards was only:
the days employees were absent and the category of reason for the absence
( i . e . sick, vacation, leave, suspension, etc.) and notations indicating
promotions or discipline. None of this falls within any category recognized
as confidential for purposes of withholding information from the exclusive
bargaining representative under our labor statutes.*

* It might be that some of this information would not be disclosable to the
general public under the State Freedom of Information Act. However, the
Union's right of access to the information does not rest on the FOIA, but on
the labor relations Act which in circumstances such as the present imposes a
more far reaching duty to disclose on the employer than does the FOIA. See
Board of Educatian v.-Connecticut  State Boarh of Labor Relations;supra, at
P. 245.



Finally, the City argued that by the time of the hearing in this case
the negotiations between the parties no longer included discussion of either
side's proposals for a change in sick leave. This argument is not persua-
sive. At the time of the hearing, the parties were engaged in what they .
termed off-the-record discussions in an attempt to settle the contract.
This device is familiar to those versed in collective bargaining negotia-
tions where binding arbitration will result if full agreement on a new
contract is not reached. If the negotiations were to break down and end up
in the binding arbitration process, hearings would be held before tie
arbitrator and evidence introduced by both parties. One relevant area for
the introduction of evidence before the arbitrator would be the bargaining

history of the negotiations in question. If a party takes a position before
the arbitrator that is different from what it was willing to accept in the
negotiations, this contradiction may be pointed out to the arbitrator
through evidence of the bargaining history.

In the present case, by continuin, 0‘ their negotiations on an off-the-
record basis the parties were in effect freezing the bargaining history at
the point before the negotiations went off the record. This enabled both
parties to indicate further movement from their "officialff positions without
being prejudiced by a subsequent return to those "official" positions should
the negotiations be unsuccessful and binding arbitration ensue. According-
ly, the parties' proposals for changes in sick leave were not out of the
negotiations unless and until those negotiations reached a full and final
settlement for a new contract. It is true that the parties ultimately did
reach a settlement. However, the question of potential mootness because a
settlement was reached has already  been addressed in Part I of this
discussion and rejected as a reason for dismissing the complaint.

O R D E R

By virtue of and pursuant to the powers vested in the Connecticut State
Board of Labor Relations by the Yunicipal  Employee Relations Act, it is
hereby

ORDERED, that the City of Hartford-shall

I . Cease and desist in the future from failing to provide the Union
with access to sick leave experience records of bargaining unit members.

I I . Take the following affirmative action which the Board finds will
effectuate the purposes of the Act:

(a) For future negotiations promptly provide the Union, upon
request, with access to sick leave experience records of bargaining
unit employees if either party has made or intends to make proposals
to which such information is relevant.

(b) Post immediately and leave posted for a period of sixty (60)
consecutive days from the date of posting, in a conspicuous place where
the employees customarily assemble, a copy of this Decision and Order
in its entirety; and
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(c) Notify the Connecticut State Board of Labor Relations at
its office in the Labor Department, 200 Folly Broqk  Boulevard,
Wethersfield, Connecticut, within thirty (30) days of the receipt of
this Decision and Order of the steps taken by the City of Hartford .
to comply therewith.

CONNECTICUT STATE BOARD OF LABOR RELATIONS

BY s/ Victor M. Ferrante
Victor M. Ferrante,* Chairman ,

s/ Patricia V. Low
Patricia V. Low

T O :

Alfred Gatta, City Manager
City of Hartford CERTIFIED (RRR)
Municipal Building, 550 Main Street
Hartford, Connecticut 06103

Bruce Geary, Personnel Administrator
City of Hartford
Municipal Building, 550 Main Street
Hartford, Connecticut 06103

H. Maria Cone, Esq.
Office of Corporation Counsel '
Municipal Building, 550 Main Street
Hartford, Connecticut 06103

Rudolph J. Fiorillo, President
Local 760, IAFF, AFL-CIO CERTIFIED (RRR)
106 New Park Avenue
Hartford, Connecticut

J. William Gagne, Jr., Esq.
207 Washington Street
Hartford, Connecticut 06106

* By agreement of the parties, Chairman Ferrante read the record and
participated in this decision because Member Stroble has deceased since the
hearing was held.
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